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dear readers, 
The need for exchanging ideas and breaking new ground unites researchers from all 
over the world and in all disciplines. Since 2004, the European Research Center for In-
formation Systems (ERCIS) has been providing a platform for internationally renowned 
researchers from the areas of Information Systems and neighboring disciplines for this 
purpose. The network of professionally and culturally diverse researchers provides a 
forum for the continuous exchange of interesting ideas and research cooperation op-
portunities. In addition, we strive to promote young IS researchers and prepare them 
for their future careers, be it academic or professional ones. 

I am proud to be a part of this network and invite you to get to know the ERCIS and its 
members and activities on the following pages. 

Yours, 

Prof. Dr. Jörg Becker, Academic Director of the ERCIS

preface

> Prinzipalmarkt in Münster, Germany
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The ongoing transformation of society 
and organizations due to the growing 
impact of IT requires new ways of think-
ing and multidisciplinary approaches for 
finding solutions to the problems aris-
ing from these changes. The ERCIS has 
dedicated itself to dealing with these 
challenges through the collaboration 
and information exchange between re-
search and practice. Therefore, it is im-
portant to have an interdisciplinary and 
global perspective. The ERCIS is a lively 
research network that consists of estab-
lished research institutions in the area of 
Information Systems (IS). Through the co-
operation of internationally renowned ex-
perts from the areas of Business Studies, 
Computer Science, IS, and IT Law, a high 
quality in applied research is ensured. 
Projects carried out by the ERCIS cover 
the entire spectrum, from fundamental 
research to application-oriented research.

excellence, interdisciplinarity, 
and internationality

the ercis network

> For further information, go to www.ercis.org/about-us

For this, the advisory board provides valu-
able input. Furthermore, sustainability is 
guaranteed by transferring the research 
results into teaching. The ERCIS network 
offers regular Doctoral Consortia for PhD 
students as well as informal meetings at 
important conferences like the ERCIS@
ECIS (European Conference on Informa-
tion Systems) meeting to stay connected 
with other members.

annual workshop 
Our members meet once a year for 
several days at one of the partner in-
stitutions around Europe. We discuss 
current topics, introduce new mem-
bers, plan joint research or teaching 
activities etc. These well-established 
meetings keep the network active and 
help to strengthen the ties between the 
members over the years. New members 
benefit from the friendly and welcom-
ing environment, established members 
have the opportunity to bring them-
selves up-to-date. ERCIS workshops are 
like family meetings where we connect 
content-driven discussions with region- 
specific social events to get in touch 
with the local culture.

social media cloud computing green it

e-health analytics coding

process modeling gamification it security
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agents and services artificial intelligence business innovation busi-
ness intelligence business process innovation business process 
management change management and implementation cloud comput-
ing cloud services cognitive science competition law conceptual 
modeling creativity crowdsourcing customer relationship manage- 
ment data mining data warehousing database systems decision 
making analysis decision support systems diversity e-assessment 
e-business e-collaboration e-government e-health e-learning 
e-commerce enterprise architectures enterprise content management 
enterprise resource planning green is ict4d  industry 4.0 infor-
mation management internet economics internet marketing inter-
organizational systems it standardization it strategy it value it 
controlling it law knowledge management logistics machine learn-
ing management science and operational research management tools 
and techniques mathematical modeling mobile applications network 
economics network research online advertising online competitor 
analysis optimization and decision analysis ontologies parallel pr0- 
gramming process-oriented governance, risks and compliance project 
management reference modeling requirements engineering risk anal-
ysis service research simulation social media software develop-
ment software engineering supply chain management sustainability 
systems intelligence testing trademark law transactional sys-
tems usability workflow management

various researchers

various research topics 
As an international research network in the field of Information Systems, we conduct 
research on a variety of research topics in this area. With members from all over the 
world, research projects and publications span from theoretical to application-oriented 
topics. Our members are all experts in different areas within the field of Information 
Systems. Thus, we are able to conduct large projects, where expertise from various 
domains is needed and a multidisciplinary approach is necessary to cover all aspects 
of a project.

“To the University of Minho, the ERCIS network 

has brought many important opportunities for 

international collaboration and is a key element 

in strengthening the international reputation of 

the research and teaching in the Department of 

Information Systems. ERCIS has allowed us to 

find European partners for the projects and initi-

atives aligned with the strategy of the department 

and, more broadly, of the Portuguese community 

of Information Systems. The creativity and energy 

of our researchers and students find in ERCIS a 

privileged context for the scientific and techno-

logical developments that motivate them to seek 

excellence.”

Prof. Dr. Isabel Ramos, University of Minho, Portugal 

> For further information, go to www.ercis.org/research

eu funded projects 
Research conducted within the ERCIS 
network often involves several ERCIS 
partners from different partner insti-
tutions. The range of topics is broad, 
spanning the whole field of Informa-
tion Systems. Over the last years we 
were extremely successful in rais-
ing EU-funding, be it within research 
frameworks like Horizon 2020 or Eras-
mus+, the EU’s education programme.
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our network

structure 
The ERCIS continued to grow over the last 
years and by now consists of more than 20 
associated research partner institutions, 
several personal members, as well as di-
verse companies from industry serving on 
the advisory board. Most partner institu-
tions come from European countries and 
we select them according to strict criteria 
and on recommendation of existing part-
ner institutions. The active participation 
of each partner in the network activities 
is a requirement for ongoing membership, 
which we evaluate on a regular basis.

board of directors
university of münster 

prof. jörg becker 
Information Management 
(Academic Director) 

prof. bernd hellingrath 
Logistics 

prof. thomas hoeren 
Information, Telecommunication 
and Media Law 

prof. stefan klein 
Interorganizational Systems 

prof. herbert kuchen 
Practical Computer Sciences 

prof. gottfried vossen 
Computer Sciences

prof. martin dugas
Medical Informatics

prof. heike trautmann
Information Systems and Statistics

managing director
university of münster

dr. armin stein

> For further information, go to www.ercis.org/about-us

The board of directors in Münster heads 
the network, which is composed of one 
academic director and seven additional 
professors from various chairs and vari-
ous fields of research. The Academic Di-
rector, Prof. Jörg Becker, is responsible for 
scientific coordination. The Managing Di-
rector, Dr. Armin Stein, is responsible for 
the practical organization of the network 
and supported by the ERCIS team. The 
companies on the advisory board come 
from different sectors, which guarantees 
the relevance of the network’s research 
for practice. Regular meetings of the 
board of directors and the advisory board, 
as well as annual workshops with the as-
sociated partner institutions and the per-
sonal members ensure continuous, direct, 
and productive exchange. To show their 
commitment in the network activities, 
partner institutions take turns in hosting 
the annual workshop at their university.

Besides the individual research activities 
of the members, the network bundles re-
search on specific topics in competence 
centers. 

competence center 
As the Information Systems discipline 
covers a wide range of research top-
ics, the ERCIS tries to focus on several 
distinct aspects bundled in ERCIS com-
petence centers. The following Compe-
tence Centers are currently active in 
the ERCIS network:

» conceptual modeling
» crisis management
» e-government
» service science
» smarter work
» social media analytics

personal members 
Since 2016, the ERCIS network occa-
sionally also welcomes personal mem-
bers, apart from associated partner 
institutions, advisory board members, 
and competence centers. They are 
dedicated researchers and experts in 
their field of research who have strong 
personal connections within the net-
work.

advisory board arvato crm solutions avantum consult ag bison schweiz ag christ juweliere und uhrmacher 
seit 1863 gmbh claas kgaa mbh dmi gmbh & co. kg hilti corporation informationsfabrik (in fab) gmbh  
iq-optimize software ag johannes j. räckers gmbh & co. kg lidl stiftung & co. kg owncloud gmbh picture 
gmbh sap deutschland se & co. kg saracus consulting gmbh vodafone gmbh westphalia datalab gmbh  
zeb.rolfes.schierenbeck.associates gmbh

prof. jörg becker

prof. thomas hoeren

prof. herbert kuchen

prof. martin dugas

prof. bernd hellingrath

prof. stefan klein

prof. gottfried vossen

prof. heike trautmann

dr. armin stein



australia, brisbane 
Queensland University of Technology 

austria, vienna 
Vienna University of Economics 
and Business 

belgium, leuven 
KU Leuven

czech republic, prague 
Charles University in Prague 

estonia, tallinn 
Tallinn University of Technology 

finland, turku 
University of Turku 

france, bordeaux
KEDGE Business School

ireland, galway
National University of Ireland Galway

italy, rome
LUISS Guido Carli University

liechtenstein, vaduz 
University of Liechtenstein 

lithuania, kaunas 
Kaunas University of Technology 

new zealand, hamilton 
University of Waikato 

norway, kristiansand 
University of Agder 

poland, sopot 
University of Gdansk 

poland, wroclaw
Wroclaw University of Science 
and Technology

portugal, guimarães
University of Minho

russia, moscow 
National Research University
Higher School of Economics 

russia, nizhny novgorod 
National Research University  
Higher School of Economics 

slovenia, maribor
University of Maribor

south korea, pohang
Pohang University of Science 
and Technology 

sweden, luleå
Luleå University of Technology 

switzerland, st. gallen 
University of St. Gallen 

the netherlands, enschede
University of Twente 

the netherlands, leiden
Leiden University

ukraine, kharkiv
Simon Kuznets Kharkiv National 
University of Economics

united kingdom, loughborough 
Loughborough University

usa, hoboken/new jersey 
Stevens Institute of Technology
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utilizing the network

> For further information, go to www.ercis.org/research

ercis for research institutions 
What sets ERCIS apart is the excellent collaboration between its members and the un-
complicated initiation of research projects. Its strengths are the personal ties between 
researchers, which makes ERCIS a vibrant network, as well as the wide range of diffe- 
rent disciplines and national perspectives on IS research. Annual workshops and regu-
lar meetings during conferences and conventions ensure the exchange of knowledge. 
The search for suitable partners for international joint research projects is facilitated 
through the research and industry contacts of the individual members. The internation-
al visibility of every single partner is increased by its membership in the ERCIS network.

“Within ERCIS, I found people with exceptional cre-

ative abilities, high professional skills, and inno-

vative ideas in research and education. Working 

together in two international projects since 2014, 

I met a lot of experienced professionals and ex-

perts in the field of Information Systems. It is a 

great opportunity for my colleagues and me to 

learn about the latest developments in our re-

search area and keep abreast of major develop-

ments. However, most important for me is that we 

share opinions about common values, the spirit 

of trust and freedom, mutual understanding and 

support in our network. For me ERCIS is a space of 

opportunities, knowledge, and inspiration.”

Prof. Iryna Zolotaryova, Simon Kuznets Kharkiv 

National University of Economics, Ukraine

“To a non-European partner, ERCIS offers a very 

convenient access to the European IS community. 

I enjoy regularly welcoming researchers from 

within the ERCIS network, and, in turn, always feel 

welcome at the other partner institutions.”

Prof. Minseok Song, Pohang University of Science 

and Technology, South Korea

“Regular informal events at important internation-

al IS conferences, like e.g. the ERCIS@ECIS meet-

ing, help with staying in contact with the other 

ERCIS members during the year. Thus, we are a 

bit like a big family and looking for collaboration 

partners for research projects or teaching oppor-

tunities is easy if everyone knows each other.”

Prof. Tero Päivärinta, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden
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ercis for businesses 
The active involvement of the advisory 
board supports the relevance and prac-
tical application of the research carried 
out by the ERCIS network. The advisory 
board consists of companies from var-
ious industries and covers a wide range 
of applications. The current research 
need from practice is identified through 
regular meetings with the advisory board 
and possible future research projects are 
formulized. In order to maintain the rela-
tionship to practice within a project, the 
advisory board members are regularly 
involved in research projects as applica-
tion partners. Furthermore, the bachelor 
or master theses written by students at 
the advisory board companies permit the 
work on current scientific topics with a 
direct practical application. In return, the 
advisory board participates in guest lec-
tures and workshops, providing valuable 
input for students and ERCIS researchers.

practice-oriented research

“We’ve developed really strong ties between Arva-

to CRM Solutions and the ERCIS network over the 

last few years. The foundation of the ERCIS Om-

ni-Channel Lab is just one example of our many 

joint initiatives. The Lab combines the academic 

research and teaching  of ERCIS and Arvato’s 

practical experience of delivering tech-enabled 

customer service  solutions across all channels 

for many of the world’s leading brands. Being 

part of the ERCIS Advisory Board gives us the 

opportunity to ensure the practical relevance of 

ERCIS research, contribute to teaching and co-in-

novate with experts in the areas of service science, 

technology, advanced analytics, social and ma-

chine learning.”

Karsten Kraume. CSO/CIO at Arvato CRM Solutions

> For further information, go to www.ercis.org/practice



education – 
ercis for students 
Although the ERCIS network is a research 
network by name, PhD students, and 
young researchers benefit from the re-
search collaborations in the network. 
Many of our partner universities offer 
exchange programs that last one or two 
semesters so students can acquire inter-
national experience. Because of the per-
sonal contacts among lecturers, courses 
that students attend at another ERCIS 
university are usually recognized at their 
home university. 

In addition, joint lectures and seminars 
organized by several ERCIS members pro-
vide students with further international 
experience. For instance, the University of 
Liechteinstein regularly offers a BPM Win-
ter School for undergraduate students, 
the University of Münster offers virtual 
seminars for graduate students. Guest 
talks by ERCIS lecturers also contribute 
to the internationalization of teaching. In 
addition, students of ERCIS institutions 
can write their theses at one of the inter-
national partner universities.
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Furthermore, the network’s advisory 
board consists of companies that contrib-
ute a business perspective to research 
and education. These companies offer 
students practical experience, including 
internships and opportunities to write 
their theses in cooperation. Students can 
gain further insights into international 
business by attending project seminars 
with international partners. ERCIS sup-
ports students who are starting their 
careers with access to job offers from its 
research and industry partners.

For PhD students, the ERCIS offers regular 
PhD seminars with faculty from different 
ERCIS partner institutions to guarantee a 
broad perspective on the discussed dis-
sertation topics (like our Doctoral Consor-
tium 2018 in Spain, see left). In addition, 
PhD students may visit partner institu-
tions to gain international experience and 
to get different views and new insights on 
their research topic.

> For further information, go to www.ercis.org/education

“ERCIS offers a huge variety of teaching opportuni-

ties, be it on an undergraduate, graduate or post-

graduate level. For bachelor undergrads, work-

ing with fellow students from around the world 

provides a great inter-cultural experience. PhD 

students benefit from discussions with scholars 

of different backgrounds and from different do-

mains. Working with them is great fun!”

Prof. Sara Hofmann, University of Bremen, 

Germany

“The setting of the ERCIS Doctoral Consortium 2018 

made it possible to have many great discussions 

with the faculty and the PhD students throughout 

the week, and the location could not have been 

better. Not only did I get valuable insights on how 

to shape and improve my dissertation further, but 

I also learned the secrets of sailing and how to 

master a ‘Galeon’ on the sea.”

Roope Jaakonmäki, PhD student, 

University of Liechtenstein

from research to teaching
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  we are a lively & passionate coalition of  
well-established research institutions. 

 
   we conduct research internationally.  

together! 

   we conduct research on relevant scientific  
and practical issues. 

 
   we excel through professionalism in  

all areas. 

 
   we are known as the leading european  

network in is research. 

 

ercis team

For everything that concerns the ERCIS 
network simply write us an email. You will 
for sure get an answer from one of our 
team members. The team consists of Dr. 
Armin Stein, who is the managing director 
of the ERCIS network and is being support-
ed by Dr. Katrin Bergener, who works part-
time for the team and furthermore as Co-
ordinator for the WWU Centre for Europe, 
and Miriam Epke.

our vision

Miriam Epke, Armin Stein, Katrin Bergener

Besides answering emails, we help or-
ganizing events, maintaining the website, 
supporting the network communication, 
and setting up consortia for project appli-
cations.

If you are interested in the network, get in 
touch with us!

info@ercis.org
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